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Executive Summary  

The Provider Component (PC) and User Component (UC) of the EOSC Portal are part of the larger EOSC Core 

Platform, which is being formed through EOSC Future and other projects. EOSC Enhance developed the PC 

and UC to this effort, uniting the previous work on onboarding and marketplaces from EOSC-hub, 

eInfrasCentral and others, into a single platform.  

This now provides a single path to onboarding into the ‘central’ registry of EOSC providers and resources, of 

the  emerging system of systems of EOSC catalogues from different regional, thematic and other 

communities.  

The PC and UC, fed through a single onboarding process operated by the EOSC Portal Onboarding Team 

(EPOT) offer a much improved experience for all parties but work remains to further improve EOSC. THis is 

in areas such as: 

● Models agreements and rules 

● AAI related issues 

● Integration between the Provider and User Components 

● Information and communication 

● Record Management 

● Catalogue integration.  

The issues in these areas will be input to future work on the PC and UC, and the larger EOSC Core platform 

in the EOSC Future Project.  
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1 Introduction 
This document serves as an update to D1.5: Feedback on Portal Release 1 and subsequent requirements. 

Coming at the end of the project it reflects briefly on the progress made on the developments of the EOSC 

Provider Portal and User Components before considering the remaining and outstanding issues which must 

be tackled as development and maintenance of these components is handed over  to EOSC Future. While it 

may present many outstanding requirements or suggestions, this is a mark of the greatly expanded 

experience  generated in using these tools, and in facing real-world challenges in onboarding, exposing and 

integrating services for research.  

 

2 EOSC Portal elements considered 
The following is a list of the components and other elements considered in this document.  

 

Fig 1: Detailed  EOSC structure as proposed bu EOSC Future, aligned with the FAIR Lady report from WG 

Sustainability 

EOSC Portal is an older term, since largely deprecated in favour of the more detailed terminology from the 

EOSC FAIR lady report, including EOSC Core, as the housekeeping functions to keep EOSC Operating, the 
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EOSC Exchange, which is where resources are exposed to research communities, supported by Support 

Activities and the EOSC Interoperability Framework. See fig 1, which describes the capabilities of the 

different sections, taken from the proposal for EOSC Future, which is currently the flagship EOSC 

implementation project.  EOSC Core is then divided into the coordination elements, and the EOSC Core 

Platform, which is the technical elements within it.  

 

Fig 2: High level connections between EOSC components from EOSC Future 

These components are then arranged as seen in Figure 2, which highlights connections between the EOSC 

components developed in EOSC Future and EOSC Enhance. The ‘Portal’ as seen from the outside is the 

eosc-portal.eu website, which exposes the Marketplace (User Component), which publishes entries from 

the EOSC Catalogue (or registry) which si the heart of EOSC Exchange. The  Provider Portal (Provider 

Component) is then a channel to populate the EOSC Catalogue. As can be seen, Enhance provides some 

crucial elements of EOSC, but they are accompanied by many other components which are delivered in 

EOSC Future and other projects to deliver EOSC Core and EOSC Exchange.  

2.1 Provider Component (PC) 
The Provider Component (PC) of EOSC Portal offers an interface for resource providers to register and 

maintain entries about themselves and their services. This new component significantly streamlines and 

simplifies the onboarding of providers and allows for a degree of ‘self-service’ registration and maintenance 

of records which saves considerable time for providers and project staff.  

Providers can log in at https://providers.eosc-portal.eu/becomeAProvider using any identity that connects 

to the EOSC Portal AAI proxy, including widely used academic and social logins. They can apply for and provide 

provider information through a multipart web form, which highlights required fields and provides some 

https://providers.eosc-portal.eu/becomeAProvider
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assistance in filling in the required information. Once a provider is approved they can then go through a 

similar process to submit resources such as services or data sources.  

The PC is a web application but also offers API access to allow resources to be deposited or updated from a 

local catalogue or other portfolio management tool. It performs instant validation of some entry information 

to ensure quality (such as validating of URLs). When resources have been registered via the API, the resources 

can be validated by the EPOT.  

2.2 User Component (UC) 
The User Component (UC), or Marketplace, is the frontend of the EOSC Exchange (its public facing Service 

Catalogue), it  exposes providers and resources to customers and end-users from research and other 

domains. It allows the discovery, search, comparison and ordering of resources, exposing the information 

collected by the PC. The UC operates as a web site with an associated database supporting ordering. 

The UC was upgraded to release 1 in order to access the registry of resources in the PC (rather than 

maintaining its own database). It also shifted to support the new Provider and Resource profiles 3.0, and 

expose a much larger amount of the data collected about the providers and resources than previous versions.  

2.3 EOSC Portal web content 
The web content of EOSC Portal has been updated in line with the rest of the upgrades in release 1, to better 

reflect the current state of EOSC. This includes a section on the Enhance Project, and more crucially new 

training material and documentation for providers. The latter offers basic guidance and support needed for 

resource providers to onboard themselves and their resources. It also  includes inclusion criteria and the 

models used, as well as an explanation of how the onboarding process will operate.  

2.4 Onboarding process and EOSC Portal Onboarding Team (EPOT) 
To support the EOSC Service Catalogue and other elements, an onboarding process is needed to support the 

providers in onboarding their resources in the EOSC Service Catalogue. This onboarding process is managed 

and operated by the EOSC Portal Onboarding Team..  The updated process and team for release 1 merged 

the efforts previously part of the eInfraCentral, EOSC Hub and OpenAIRE through the EOSC Portal 

Collaboration Agreement. The resulting EOSC Portal Onboarding Team involved effort from EOSC Enhance as 

well as from EOSC-Hub (and with future predicted effort from the EOSC-Future project). They handle new 

requests to onboard providers and resources, and support providers through the process, ensuring that the 

profiles submitted meet rules of participation and inclusion criteria. They also periodically audit existing 

records to ensure they remain up to date and in line with current rules and criteria.  

The work of the EPOT is captured in an onboarding process, with clear steps and interfaces to other processes 

and procedures. For release 1 this process built on prior experience from EOSC-hub and eInfraCentral but is 

being rapidly evolved to suit needs as they become clear.  
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2.5 EOSC Provider and Resource Profiles  
In order to capture data about providers and their resources, a common (meta)data model was needed. For 

release 1, this was formed through merging the eInfraCentral service description template 2.0 with the EOSC-

hub service description template 1.3.  

The result was titled the EOSC provider and resource profiles 3.01,2 (the numbering to show progress from 

both sources). The new schema is divided into two elements of the profiles: that of the provider and of the 

resources associated with them. These then undergo slightly different processes for validation and approval.  

The EOSC profiles were used as the basis for the updated PC and UC, which use the profiles as the format for 

storing entries on providers and resources in the single resource database.   

The initial release of the profiles covers providers of all types but covers resources of primarily the Service 

type, though this is already being extended to cover data sources and should be further expanded to various 

research products during 2022. Ultimately this needs to offer a modular structure that comprises core 

elements for all resources, modules specific to resource types such as Services or Data, and the option for 

additional extension to meet community and topic-specific needs.   

 

2.6 EOSC Resource and role model  

In order to structure EOSC, there must be a fundamental model to describe the roles and value generating 

entities in EOSC offered to researchers.   

EOSC includes the following roles and entities, summarised in figure 3 and figure 4: 

EOSC Core is the combination of the EOSC Core Platform and EOSC Core Coordination activities which are 

needed to keep EOSC operating, and to support the operation of the EOSC Exchange.  

EOSC Core Operators coordinate the delivery of EOSC CORE, setting the capabilities it must offer.  

EOSC Core Providers provide one of the EOSC Core Resources, under the supervision of the EOSC Core 

Operators.  

EOSC Exchange is the platform that exposes EOSC resources to EOSC Consumers.  

EOSC Providers provide or contribute to 1 or more  EOSC Resources through the EOSC Exchange. Two sub 

roles make up this role. EOSC Resource Organisations own a resource or are primarily responsible for its 

delivery and coordination. EOSC Resource Providersdo not own/coordinate a resource, but they contribute 

to it as a subsidiary provider or federation member.  

 
1 https://eosc-portal.eu/providers-documentation/eosc-provider-portal-provider-profile 
2 https://eosc-portal.eu/providers-documentation/eosc-provider-portal-resource-profile 
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EOSC Resources are value generating entities in EOSC offered to EOSC Consumers, including services and 

research products.  

EOSC Consumers consume EOSC Resources from EOSC Exchange.  

 

Fig 3: EOSC roles and entities  

EOSC Resources typically include IT services and digital data, but this is by no means the full scope of value 

generating entities. We use the term EOSC resources as an overarching term for them, and to show that they 

can all be dealt with in a similar way. Both services and research products such as data and publications are 

required in order to make EOSC functional and useful.  This model is summarised in figure  4. 

In the development of EOSC, early efforts concentrated on the service side of EOSC resources, drawing on 

work from the European eInfrastructure community. But, more recently there has been a push to pay much 

more attention to data and other research products as key to EOSC value generation. Ultimately both services 

and research products are required in order to bring value to researchers. In order to accommodate both in 

EOSC and deal with them effectively, we developed the concept of EOSC Resources (See figure 2). 

EOSC resources comprise Services and Research Products. Services are operational, active, delivered and 

managed, and are a mixture of human activity, technical infrastructure and research products such as 

software and documentation,  employed to bring some benefit to researchers. They must be continually 

operated in order to generate value.  

In comparison, Research Products are objects, storable, FAIR and typically generate value through processing, 

examination or other exploitations. They can be stored, maintained and likely retain their value even if they 

remain in an archive for a long period of time.  
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Figure 4: EOSC Resources 

To date, work on onboarding to EOSC through the work of the EPOT has concentrated on services, as this is 

what is effectively captured in the current process and in the EOSC Profiles. There is an urgent need to better 

incorporate data into EOSC, but at the same time, the volume of datasets is such that onboarding them in 

the same way that services are onboarded would be difficult. Hence, the current best option appears to be 

to include research products not individually, but as part of the repositories or other stores they are listed in, 

which will make up a special class of service termed a content source, and make them discoverable.  

 

3 Operational and onboarding experiences and requirements 
After 10 months of using Release 1 of the PC and UC, and a number of improvements, the EOSC Portal 

Onboarding team has a much better understanding of the challenges inherent in EOSC Onboarding, in the 

tools used and in the policies, procedures and models which underlie it. The platforms have been expanded 

and improved considerably, due to very hard work by the project team. The following sections may appear 

critical, but rather they represent the remaining work left to do, and the effort needed to be taken up in EOSC 

Future as it takes over from EOSC Enhance (and as EOSC Enhance took over from EOSC-hub).  

3.1 Models, agreements and rules 
This section considers the fundamental models and standards used to empower EOSC and the EOSC Core 

Platform components under discussion, as well as the Rules of participation.   

3.1.1 EOSC Resource and role Model  
The earlier section 2.6 introduced the current resource and role model, which represents the best 

understanding of how to describe EOSC roles and resources. This is based on concrete experience trying to 

implement onboarding services as EOSC resources, and consideration of how research products can also be 

included.  
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There seems to be broad agreement on this approach, but it requires actual implementation in many specific 

areas.  First, while the communities owning catalogues, the EPOT  and discussions with EOSC Association 

suggest this model is supported, at the same time, there are many members of the larger EOSC community 

who have not been exposed to these models. They must be confirmed, formalised and communicated to the 

full EOSC community such that they can be used across the organisations participating in EOSC.  

Second, there remains significant work in other areas to make the inclusion of research products through 

content sources operational, including changes to areas considered in the following sections such as the EOSC 

profiles, as well as work with collaborating organisations to adopt the approach, and to update  the PC and 

UC to accommodate these changes.  

3.1.2 EOSC Profiles 
As described above, the EOSC profiles provide the shared metadata model for EOSC Providers and EOSC  

resources. The work to date has effectively combined the previous predecessor formats into a single format 

implemented by the EOSC Portal Provider and User Components, and also offered to other EOSC catalogue 

providers from e.g. thematic and regional cluster projects. Current plans will deliver a minor update to the 

EOSC profiles before the end of Enhance, but a number of other changes will be needed to support expected 

future use of the profiles. Changes to the profiles should bring benefits, but at the same time, there is a need 

to avoid changes so profound that they break compatibility with previous versions.  

Rather than adding or removing fields in the profiles, a reorganisation of the profile structure would be useful. 

A modular structure should be created for the profiles that would, for instance, cluster all the required fields 

into a smaller number of sections, and also cluster optional fields into rational sections that could be filled or 

ignored based on interest. In addition, a modular structure would make it easier to provide new sections or 

extensions to cover new cases. These might be based on resource type, such as a content source extension, 

or based on some body or supplementary information of interest to a specific community.  

In addition to specific changes, a longer range plan for profile evolutions is needed, and a way to involve the 

EOSC community in profile governance, including regional and thematic communitie who may operate 

catalogues.. In order for communities to rely on the profiles and technically implement them, they need to 

have confidence that they will not change too fast, and also that they will change in response to community 

needs.  

The ownership of the profiles is to be transferred to EOSC Future, with the expectation of a future transfer 

to the EOSC Association. It is hoped that EOSC Future will consider these issues and institute both, a modular 

profile structure and a well-planned community governance structure. Even if they are not already taking 

ownership of the profiles, it will also be important to find a mechanism to involve the EOSC Association, 

perhaps through the Task Force on Rules of Participation Compliance Monitoring.  

3.1.3 EOSC Agreement Structure  
As onboarding of resources (at this point, services) to EOSC by the EPOT continues, it has become apparent 

that while data is collected from providers and resources are published on the EOSC UC, it is not clear under 

which conditions  this occurs. This is problematic from both directions. For EOSC providers, they do not know 
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specifically what is the end result of onboarding, though they have a broad understanding of the promotion 

of services to EOSC communities. For the EOSC Core operators, they cannot clearly state the specifications 

of the service they offer, nor the expectations on providers to provide certain data and/or to maintain their 

provider and resource information.  

The primary agreement needed is an EOSC Provider Agreement or other description of the service and mutual 

responsibilities (such as Terms of Use), but other agreements or similar are also needed - see figure 5. A 

provider agreement or ToU would be significantly derived from the rules of participation and inclusion criteria 

and is related to the EOSC Profiles, and should describe in both ways the responsibilities of the EOSC Provider 

onboarding resources and the EOSC Operators offering the EOSC Resource Catalogue.  The EOSC Provider 

Agreement should provide a basis  for an EOSC User Agreement with EOSC consumers. It is also needed as a 

basis for agreements with other catalogue providers, such as those from the regional and thematic EOSC 

cluster projects.  

While technical interoperability of catalogues and records on providers and resources is achievable and has 

been tested by EOSC Enhance, actual interoperability requires some agreement to support it, and also 

requires that other catalogue providers have an agreement or ToU with their providers compatible and 

comparable to the one EOSC Core Operators offer to EOSC Providers.  

In the long term, for sustainable operation, some formal agreements will be needed to clarify what is offered 

and can be expected between EOSC operators and EOSC providers, and between the EOSC Operators and 

other catalogue owners.  

This work has been started in the last phase of EOSC Enhance, but needs to be continued under EOSC Future. 

At present services are being provided on a best effort basis, but this is not likely to be acceptable, especially 

as EOSC moves from project funding to more clearly delineated funding schemes such as through 

procurement.  
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Figure 5: Agreement structure for EOSC  

 

3.1.4 EOSC Rules of Participation and RoP Board 
Onboarding to EOSC and the work of the EPOT was originally based on project based rules and procedures, 

but is now governed in principle by the EOSC Rules of Participation, as a set of agreed rules with community 

consensus.  

The current Rules of Participation3 were prepared by the EOSC Rules of Participation Working Group, and are 

reasonable but very high level, more on the level of a statement of principles than a set of rules which can 

be implemented and enforced.  The high level nature of the current RoP leads to ambiguity in how they 

should and can be applied, which makes the creation of Inclusion Criteria more complicated.  

There is a strong need to expand and develop the RoP in a number of ways. They need to be more specific 

and implementable, as this will allow for better implementation by the EPOT. At the same time, they need 

to be broader in terms of community buy-in and agreement, and agreement by funders who support EOSC, 

as they must align with what EOSC is mandated to do and who it should support.  

 
3 See https://op.europa.eu/en/publication-detail/-/publication/a96d6233-554e-11eb-b59f-01aa75ed71a1/language-

en/format-PDF/source-184432576  

https://op.europa.eu/en/publication-detail/-/publication/a96d6233-554e-11eb-b59f-01aa75ed71a1/language-en/format-PDF/source-184432576
https://op.europa.eu/en/publication-detail/-/publication/a96d6233-554e-11eb-b59f-01aa75ed71a1/language-en/format-PDF/source-184432576
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Following the takeover of EOSC Governance by the EOSC Association, there is now a new Task Force on Rules 

of Participation Compliance Monitoring (TF RoP CM) just launched to take on this responsibility and it is 

hoped that they will move the RoP forward in a way which meets these needs.  

A missing element of the RoP is the expected auditing or validation of information required under RoP and 

formatted using the EOSC Profiles. This should involve a model for the level of assurance that can be expected 

for each piece of information collected, such as self asserted, validated with publicly available information or 

validated with against a legal or other high confidence data source (such as funding agency databases) 

One welcome addition to the draft charter for the Task Force is the creation of a Rules of Participation Board, 

which is needed for at least two reasons. First, while a task force or working group can draft an initial RoP, in 

the long run there needs to be a transparent governance process in order to evolve RoP over time. The rules 

will have to change to reflect changing technologies, political and funding situations. Second, when 

organisations or individuals breach RoP, the most likely sanction is removal of their providers or resources 

from EOSC Catalogues. Such removal is currently an action of the EPOT and carried out under project funding, 

but some higher authority will be necessary to validate such removals, and act as an escalation body in case 

of complaint or appeal to consider whether they were justified.  

3.2 AAI related issues and requirements  
Authentication and Authorization Infrastructure (AAI) is a key part of the EOSC federation and ecosystem, 

providing a crucial binding element between services and components, as well as one of the main elements 

which end users will experience. AAI touches on the work on onboarding, the EPOT and the User and PCs in 

several ways, discussed in the following sections.  

3.2.1 Authentication against the Provider Portal 
Authentication against the provider portal is the first step providers go through  while onboarding to EOSC, 

and must be completed before provider onboarding or resource onboarding can begin. Currently this 

requires the provider to have an account that works with the EOSC Portal AAI Proxy, which is a collation of a 

number of identity providers formed by the former EOSC Portal Collaboration, including EduTeams, 

OpenAIRE, EGI Check-In and EUDAT B2ACCESS, as well as a long list of academic institutions via eduGAIN.  

This immediate barrier to entry is currently problematic in that it offers little issue to those already in the 

EOSC community and likely having one of the required account types, but presents a more significant barrier 

to those not already involved and engaged.  

Other login options include social logins such as Google, and generic services such as ORCID. Google presents 

a seemingly simple option in that one can register any new account name there, but for many organisations, 

it is not acceptable to have a generic or personal google account address be used for formal purposes such 

as onboarding an organisation to EOSC. ORCID provides a better option in that accounts can be created tied 

to an existing email and is in the Open Science domain,  but authentication requires setting email addresses 

to being public, as otherwise ORCID does not provide the email address as part of the credentials (which is 

required to log in, see next section).  
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Even where solutions are available, for those not already having an account that works with the EOSC Portal 

AAI Proxy, it adds complexity and discouragement at a point in the provider journey where it is most 

important for things to be smooth and easy. EOSC is yet to provide concrete and proven benefits to providers 

to onboard at this relatively early stage of development, and until it does, it is important to offer a simple 

and smooth initial contact with the EOSC Core platform.  Once a provider has a working account, 

authentication is still a relatively slow process and requires multiple clicks to enter the system. 

In order to maximise onboarding of providers to EOSC, and to grow the community, AAI needs to be 

significantly simpler, but at the same time significantly broader. This broadening  is planned as part of the 

development of a full EOSC AAI Federation, but has a significant impact on onboarding and so the uptake of 

the PC, and therefore the population of the EOSC Exchange services exposed through the UC. A wide range 

of organisations need to be able to quickly log in and begin onboarding, which itself  introduces barriers to 

entry in the information on providers and resources required for the EOSC Profiles.  

3.2.2 AAI Integration guidance  and support for providers 
In order to make logging in for a wide range of providers possible and to realise the EOSC AAI Federation 

being developed in EOSC Future, there is a strong need to develop standardised guidance and support for 

providers joining the federation. This should have several elements.  

First, there needs to be a clear public page on joining the AAI federation, and a brochure/pdf summarising 

the information that can be circulated to providers potentially interested in joining. This should highlight the 

benefits as well as sketch the likely technical work involved, with some use cases or success stories from 

previous integrations. Second, an online FAQ for integration issues, both at the provider level and for the 

individuals logging in with it, should be available. There is currently a lot of knowledge on potential AAI issues 

in the community, but it is not shared in an easily accessible place. Last, there needs to be a structure to 

request and deliver support and consultancy on integration into the AAI federation to providers, both for 

initial integration and for ongoing support as the platform, technology and providers evolve.  

3.2.3 Increasing the security of authentication against the provider portal 
Current authentication against the Portal is based on matching the email address from the account logging 

in to a text string stored by the provider portal. While convenient, this is a fairly weak security measure and 

introduces multiple issues.  

First, if there is a difference between a displayed email address and those passed on as part of the account 

credentials, then a provider cannot edit their records. This happens, for instance, when firms use email aliases 

(for instance using first.last@domain.com for public use but in fact using 

first.initial.last@department.domain.com in the backend).  

It can also cause issues when providers do not list themselves as admins of their own entries, as in this case 

the submission remains tied to the user account that submitted it, but that account’s email is not listed as a 

valid editor of the record, and thus the provider cannot edit their own record without intervention from the 

EPOT or another global admin user.  

mailto:first.last@domain.com
mailto:first.initia.last@departmeent.domain.com
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This also causes a limitation in how ORCID authentication is used, as by default while ORCID will authenticate 

an account, it will not release the accompanying email address and therefore one can submit a provider but 

not edit this afterwards. This can be resolved by making the email address public from the ORCID setting for 

the account, but again it adds a layer of complexity which is not needed and makes onboarding and joining 

the EOSC community less attractive.  

In general a more sophisticated access control system, based on user roles and permissions would be more 

secure and offer more flexible access to the provider portal.  

3.3 Integration between the PC and UC 
Due to the history of the EOSC Core platform and the components of it deployed on EOSC Portal, there is a 

separation between the component for collecting information from providers and the component which 

exposes the onboarded providers and resources to researchers.  

The PC is the primary interface to the registry of providers and resources, and this registry can be accessed 

via the PC or via API. The UC uses the API to access this data and display it to users.  While this does work, it 

also introduces complexity and some errors which make both platforms less effective.  

One ongoing issue relates to the different ways that the information entered by providers during onboarding 

is validated by the PC and UC. Entries are validated by the PC on entry, and for required fields the data cannot 

be entered if not valid, hence once saved by the PC, it should be correct and valid also for the UC. However, 

as the validation is carried out with different technologies, there are cases where it appears that an entry has 

passed PC Validation but fails UC Validation. The result is a silent failure to pull the data to the UC, such that 

it is not published, but no warning is raised. This typically only becomes apparent when providers complain 

that their service is not appearing in the UC, having successfully completed onboarding in the PC (and this 

onboarding having been approved by the EPOT). Such silent failure, which appears most often to be due to 

an issue in validating image URLS, are both time consuming and bad for relationships with providers.  

Other integration issues between the two components relate to fields in the EOSC profiles for which there is 

a clash between previous usage (before EOSC Enhance) and current usage. An example is Related Platforms, 

which were previously controlled by the earlier incarnation of the EPOT, but is now a free text field in the 

EOSC profiles. Because of this inconsistency, and the need to maintain prior data, while data is collected for 

this field in the PC, it is not used in the UC, which maintains legacy data for this field. 

FInally, at present not all information needed for the UCis collected in the PC. Ordering information is 

currently set up directly in the back of the UC due to the complexity and individuality of the  information 

required. Each service may have very different parameters, timebases, packages and limitations. While this 

tends to argue for a separate process to that of basic onboarding, for the ease of the providers it should 

ultimately be accessed via the PC.  

In general, for the best uptake of EOSC and the registry of providers and resources it includes, there is an 

urgent need to improve and clarify integration between the Provider and UCs, to remove silent failures, and 

to move toward a common method for validating information supplied by providers  
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3.4 Information and communication  
In the last year, the Enhance team, together with EOSC Future, have significantly improved many aspects of 

the EOSC Portal onboarding experience, of the Provider and UC. At the same time, with an emphasis on 

technical and process changes, there has been less emphasis on documentation and communication with 

providers.   

3.4.1 Documentation 
Initial provider documentation was created last year, and is available at https://eosc-portal.eu/providers-

documentation - but reflects a slightly outdated set of information. For instance, it covers the originally 

deployed onboarding process, which has had several changes applied to it in the months since. Equally, it 

covers the version 3.0 EOSC profiles, but these are soon to be updated to version 3.02. While small, these 

changes need to be reflected in the supporting documentation, but the need to update the processes and 

platforms took precedence.  

In addition, new material is also needed, such as a set of Frequently Asked Questions for onboarding, and 

information on provider agreements (see earlier section) which are in development. The documentation 

provided is at this moment really a minimal level, and for many questions a provider may have, they need to 

engage with the project team, with EOSC Future or with the EPOT by email. This is less convenient and more 

time consuming. Therefore, taking time to update the provider documentation will be needed in the next 

period to remedy this.  

The same is also true of the internal documentation used by the EPOT in supporting onboarding. In the last 

year, the platforms used have changed to a large degree, with major releases of the PC, migration to newer 

instances of internal collaboration tools, new automation options  as well as policy changes. The procedures 

have changed more rapidly than the documentation has been able to be updated. However, now the 

situation is beginning to stabilise, it is important that the procedures for onboarding are effectively 

documented, including how to use the tools, and how to apply the EOSC inclusion criteria.  

Such challenges may be rather trivial, but in trying to form a long-term sustainable structure, and cope with 

a large number of providers and resources in a transparent way, there is a need to document systems, 

instructions, procedures and expected behaviours in some details both for providers and for the EPOT.  

3.4.2 Provider communication and feedback.  
From the start of EOSC Enhance, communication with providers has proceeded largely by email, which is an 

easy but imperfect platform. With the launch of the PC, we were offered a new way to interact with providers, 

but the form of interaction is limited. The PC improves data collection from providers but does not offer a 

channel for sending and receiving messages with them,  and offers limited support on the onboarding 

process.  

To deal with this, while data is collected on the PC, communication about this is performed via email, and 

the progress of onboarding is tracked in a Jira ticketing system which draws data from the PC to populate 

tickets. The email communication also ended up being accessible to the whole EPOT, so is achieved through 

https://eosc-portal.eu/providers-documentation
https://eosc-portal.eu/providers-documentation
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mailing lists to which all EPOT members have access. This is a cumbersome way to manage communication, 

and can risk missing messages and hence not effectively communicating with providers. It would be 

preferable to use a ticket based system for provider communication, but at present such a feature is not built 

into the PC, and the EOSC Helpdesk is currently not yet useful for this purpose.  

There are now plans for a significant upgrade to the EOSC Helpdesk to a more modern and streamlined ticket 

based system, and it is hoped this can replace email based communication, both for automated notifications 

to providers and the EPOT and for provider users with support in onboarding.  

Finally, the current way to collect provider feedback on the Provider and UCs is quite basic, based on a Jira 

collector widget which creates tickets in an internal system. Anyone is able to supply feedback, but they are 

not able to track any progress with it, and unless they give a name and contact, they cannot be followed up 

with by the EPOT or PC and UC developers. This too is a function that could be offloaded to the updated EOSC 

helpdesk once available, but it must be assessed whether an interim solution is required.  

3.5 Record Management 
While the basic functions for the management of records in the PC are available to the EPOT, through 

experience using the system, several new cases have been identified which require both a technical solution 

and supporting procedures and documentation.  

Some new activities also require documentation, both technical documentation of API functions and 

procedures for the EPOT. One such example is record deletion. Initially, records, whether provider or 

resource, were not ever deleted, just made inactive. However, with testing of integration between catalogues 

and testing various new functions, there have been a number of erroneous or test records in the system, and 

a delete function is now available. As yet there is no matching documentation of this within the API, (though 

there is a straightforward delete button in the PC interface for EPOT members) but there is not yet any 

agreement on when it should be used.  In some cases, this should be self-evident, but as we may at some 

stage need to hold historical data on providers and resources for traceability, there should be controlled 

conditions under which deletion occurs.  

At present, while record names can be changed, the URL for the record is locked at creation (or in fact when 

a draft is first saved). The URL is based on the abbreviation for providers,  or on the name for resources. 

Neither can be edited, and once a URL is taken, it cannot be used by other providers unless the original record 

is deleted. The only way to (effectively) change a URL is to delete a record and create a new record with a 

different abbreviation or name, and thus a new URL However this then requires the EPOT to approve the 

new record.  While it is likely not worth it to let providers change URLs, since these should be relatively static, 

it is a function that might be of use for the EPOT.  

A related case is the need to move resources between providers. This can occur in several situations. One 

such is when a provider changes legal form and is forced to re-register a new entity to be the provider. While 

they can re-register all their resources, this implies more work for them, more work for the EPOT in validating 

or auditing them, and also may lose historical data for the resources (for instance ordering history).  A second 

case occurs when a resource is offered originally by a transient entity such as a project, which concludes, and 
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the resource needs to be taken on by one of the partners or some other related entity in order to continue 

its provision. While not a regular function which should be available to providers, it would make sense for 

the EPOT to be able to move resources between providers on request.  

3.6 Catalogue integration  
Perhaps the largest remaining area for work involves integration between catalogues and the transfer of 

records between them. In order for EOSC to operate as a system of systems, it is important to have an 

ecosystem of catalogues, both the ‘central’ one from EOSC Enhance and later EOSC Future, and those from 

regional, thematic or other communities. The long term vision is that the EOSC Portal registry acts as 

something like an ‘enterprise bus’ for information on providers and resources, such that records can be 

transferred from and to the central and other catalogues.  In such a vision, it is not necessary for all users to 

be pushed through the UC, they can use an existing regional or thematic portal for their community, but still 

benefit from the data in the UC and PC which empowers and enhances their community portal.  

3.6.1 Identifying origins and definitive sources of data 
At present there is a mechanism in order to deposit records into the registry via API, including potentially 

from other catalogues, but making such a transfer opens up a number of important questions.  

First, having moved a record from another catalogue, at present there is no way to identify what the source 

of the data was, though there is already a plan to include this in the next minor upgrade to the EOSC Profiles, 

to add ‘catalogue source’ as a field, this does not solve the issues raised. Once a record is moved from e.g. a 

Regional Catalogue to the central registry, what is the definitive source of the data of one of the sources 

changes? If there is an update in the regional catalogue, should it and how would it permeate to the central 

registry? Or if there are changes made in the central registry due to new requirements, or direct discussion 

with providers, how should they permeate back to the source catalogues.  

In order to create a viable system of systems, there must be some policy and supporting tools to manage 

definitive sources of data and to permeate updates, in one direction or another. The Enhance team is aware 

of these issues but they are not yet resolved. It is likely that it will take a broader community agreement in 

order to find a solution, followed by technical work to support the strategy chosen.  

3.6.2 PID integration and deduplication of records 
Related to the issues in the second above, once records can and are transferred between catalogues, there 

will be a danger that the same provider or resource is onboarded in multiple, locations, and through 

integration between catalogues, multiple entries for the provide or resource may end up in the registry that 

supports the UC. While some automated methods to scan for duplicates might occur, these will not be fully 

effective, and still do not answer the questions of the definitive source for data (though here rather than 

seeking a definitive source between the central registry and a community catalogue, it is potentially between 

two community catalogues). 

The best way to resolve this issue would be to have unique IDs associated with providers and resources, some 

form of PID as widely seen in the data domain. However, unlike the data domain, there would need to be a 
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single PID associated with each provider or service (versus the same dataset possibly being in different 

repositories with different PIDs).  

In order for such a system to work and to support definitive sources of data, the PID system would have to 

be agreed by all of the catalogues involved, and would likely need to be owned by a central EOSC authority, 

such as the EOSC Association. This implies a significant amount of work, on a policy level and on a technical 

level to deploy it, and then each catalogue would need to require that provider mint PIDs for themselves and 

their services at a central location or using a centrally provided system before they begin the rest of the 

onboarding process.  

This work is certainly outside the scope of Enhance, especially at this late point in the project, but it is an 

important challenge that must be faced in the near future, and which would simplify or address several other 

issues (such as definitive sources of data). 

3.6.3 Means to make integration GDPR compliant 
In a system of systems, it will be necessary to pass records of providers and resources between catalogue 

owners. While some of this information is public, and likely not therefore protected under GDPR, other data 

will be privileged personal data (such as names and emails of security contacts) which must be shared 

between catalogues in order to make the records useful.  

Passing this information between catalogues would likely require not only the consent of individuals the data 

refers to, and the consent of the providers, but also data processing agreements between any pair of 

catalogues that might exchange or transfer data. This would add a lot of complexity to an already complicated 

system and a significant amount of administrative overhead. It also leads to a system that does not scale 

well, as adding more catalogues significantly increases the potential agreements needed.  

There are some options for ways to avoid this, such as not passing personal data, but rather abstract account 

IDs, which can be used to communicate with an individual through resolution via some centralised identity 

management service, but then this service would be the one requiring numerous data processing agreements 

(though less, as this would be a many to one not a many to many relationship). Equally, personal data could 

be entirely avoided, but this would require a change from personal contact details being collected in EOSC 

profiles to only generic and impersonal contacts (e.g. servicename_owner@company.com) but then 

providers would need to create numerous email aliases, including for the hundreds of already onboarded 

services.  

There is no single obvious solution to the challenges of GDPR in EOSC. At heart, it is key that data can be 

passed about providers and resources, to make a system of systems, but personal data must be adequately 

managed. This will be a major challenge for EOSC Future in taking on this work. 

mailto:servicename_owner@company.com
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4 Conclusions 
EOSC Enhance began with a difficult task of integrating and enhancing a number of exciting operational 

systems into a single, coherent platform, supporting EOSC Portal and forming key components of the EOSC 

Core platforms.  

Some two years later, this has been achieved. The PC and UC provide good functionality and support 

operations; onboarding, updating, management and publishing of records on providers and their resources. 

However, EOSC Enhance, is only one small slice of the larger EOSC initiative, and had to work with others 

throughout its lifespan.  

Now, in the last months of the project, it will hand over the PC, UC and other elements of the EOSC Portal 

largely to the EOSC Future project. EOSC Future will continue the work with a rather larger budget, but also 

the larger scope of delivering all of the services and other resources needed to implement the EOSC Core, 

plus support for a range of horizontal services through connection to the INFRAEOSC-07 projects.  

The issues raised here became apparent due to the success of Enhance, and the operational experience of 

trying to operate the PC and UC, and to carry out onboarding through the EPOT. These issues are not only 

related to the EPOT or onboarding process, but in several cases to EOSC as a whole. Their solution in the 

coming years will allow EOSC, and in particular the PC and UC to maintain their trajectory and steady 

improvement, as they go from relatively experimental platforms, to regular parts of daily European research 

practice.  

List of acronyms / abbreviations used in this document 
Acronym Meaning 

EPOT EOSC Portal Onboarding Team 

PC Provider Component 

UC User Component 

  

  

  

  

 


